Cutting Instructions for installing Crossroads glass.

Due to the acute angles created when cutting the Crossroads glass, special consideration need to be made to insure a clean edge is achieved and that the glass surface does not fracture along cut edge when cutting the tile to fit the edge of an installed area.

*While this instructional is specific to cutting along the horizontal direction of the mosaic, the same approach can be used to insure a clean finish when cutting along the vertical edge.

**Step 1.**
Determine where the cut is to occur on the tile and mark the cut line across complete tile with a pencil as shown.

**Step 2.**
Cut the mesh to remove from the mosaic those pieces requiring cuts. For this example we are cutting the far left piece from figure 1.
*For the next steps one should be using either a specific wet saw for cutting glass tile or a standard tile saw equipped with a glass cutting blade.

**Step 3:**
Cut inwards along line from one side of piece to an approximately depth of $\frac{1}{2}-1''$ as shown:

![Cut piece](image)

**Step 4:**
Turn the tile 180 degrees and slowly cut in along line until the 2nd cut meets up with the 1st cut. You should now have a pieces as shown.

![Second cut](image)

**Step 5:**
Repeat steps 2-4 with all individual pieces.

**Step 6:**
Individually place cut pieces back into locations within mosaic as you install into final location.